
Accredited calibration service according to EN / ISO 17025

Accompanying Document
Your reference 

Offer number: Order number:

Shipping address: Billing address (if different): 

Address on the certificate (customer): Contact for queries:

Clarification of technical details about the calibration item:

Item name / producer name:

Serial number:

Which interface should be calibrated?:

○ Analog ○	Digital ○	Display	 Others: 
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Adjust the meter? (if possible)

○ NO

○ YES (additional costs according to the offer) 

 if deviations (○ inclusive or ○ exclusive measurement uncertainties) are larger than:

 ○ Product specifications
 ○ Customised tolerances (please specify):

○ CONSULTATION
 if deviations (○ inclusive or ○ exclusive measurement uncertainties) are larger than:

 ○ Product specifications
 ○ Customised tolerances (please specify):

Notes regarding your order: 

Important notes:
Calibration certificates are issued without a statement of conformity. If a conformity statement is desired, this must be stated in the field „Notes 
regarding your order“. Details in the accompanying certificate are binding. Subsequent changes are not possible.
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Accredited calibration service according to EN / ISO 17025

Declaration of Safety 
Your contact details:

Calibration item:

Device name: 

Serial number:

Substances with which the calibration item came into contact:

* Explosive, oxidizing, hazardous to the environment, biohazardous, radioactive

Necessary protective measures for E+E employees:

The declaration of safety is enclosed with the calibration item.

We hereby confirm to have filled in completely and truthfully the declaration of safety on hand. The returned parts 
are free of any residues in dangerous amounts. The shipment meets current legal requirements. We will bear any 
costs which might arise caused by any carelessness from our side.

Signature Customer

Important notes:
Work on the sent device will only be started when the accompanying document and this declaration has been fully completed!

Substances
Inflammable Toxic Corrosive Harmful Others* Safe
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